GOOD MEDS OFFICIAL STATEMENT REGARDING PRODUCT RECALL
Good Meds has always been committed to producing the highest quality medicinal
cannabis and we take every potential issue, that may cause harm to our patients, very
seriously.
During a recent potency, microbial and pesticides test, voluntarily conducted by our
cultivation team, extremely trace amounts of compounds that have not been
approved for use on Marijuana used for consumption were detected. “Upon receiving
these negative results, we voluntarily contacted DEH (Denver Environmental Health)
and CDA (Colorado Department of Agriculture) to investigate our cultivation facility
for potential contaminants that may pose potential health risks” said John Knapp,
Good Meds CEO.
Good Meds is voluntarily recalling marijuana and marijuana products due to the trace
presence of unauthorized pesticide residues. An official recall order has been issued,
and we will recall all marijuana products from OPC Licenses: 403-01122, 403-01116,
404-00490 before March 24, 2017.
“Due to the extreme trace amounts detected during testing, we believe the plants
became compromised from pesticide residue in the building, not application”, said
Knapp. “Only the oldest parts of our cultivation center tested hot therefore leading us
to believe some residues remained, unknown to us, in the building’s duct work, paint
and flooring and circulating air tainted the plants.”
As part of our recall procedures, all plants in the grow facilities and inventory in Good
Meds Dispensaries will be destroyed. Good Meds stores will remain open and selling
product from other growers until we are confident no unauthorized pesticide residue
is present
“We are taking the most aggressive steps possible to correct this. Our plan is to rip
out everything in the areas of our grow facilities that tested hot – take it down to the
studs. We’ll replace all duct work, repaint everything, new flooring, etc.” said Knapp.
“It will be essentially a completely new building on the inside. That should help to
eliminate the problem and assure it won’t happen again.” The overhaul of the
facilities is expected to take two to three months.
“Although extremely unfortunate, we are grateful that the safeguards put in place to
protect the public health are now working.” Knapp stated.

